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The SR 520 and I-5 interchange ramps would be reconstructed in

generally the same configuration as the existing interchange. The only

exceptions would be that a new reversible HOV ramp would connect to

the existing I-5 reversible express lanes south of SR 520, and the

alignment of the ramp from northbound I-5 to eastbound SR 520 would

shift to the south.

The proposed HOV ramp over I-5 would be roughly 30 feet wide and at

approximately the same height as the existing ramp on the east end. It

would be approximately 15 feet higher than the existing ramp at the

southern end. This new HOV ramp would be adjacent to the existing

ramp and would be consistent with the visual quality of the existing

interchange. The visual effect would not be a significant change from the

existing viewshed of the historic properties and would not alter their

integrity.
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Direct access ramps are designed and constructed to provide transit and

carpools with a bypass to congestion that can occur on general purpose

lanes.  They are also beneficial for providing a direct connection from the

highway HOV lane to the local system without forcing transit and

carpools to weave across general purpose traffic.  The State does not

have any intention of opening the direct access HOV ramps to general

purpose traffic, which would reduce the benefits to transit and HOVs.

ESHB 6392 specifies that the HOV lane will be available only for

vehicles with 3 or more passengers.  The State’s HOV lane operations

policy would be used to identify when the HOV lanes’ operational

thresholds were met and when an adjustment to the occupancy

requirement would be recommended.  Because ESSB 6392 specifies the

HOV lane vehicle occupancy of 3 or more people, the State would need

to request legislative approval to make any modifications.
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Section 2.4 in the Final EIS explains why initial implementation of light

rail transit on SR 520 is not planned. The decision to locate Sound

Transit’s initial east-west light rail transit corridor on I-90 rather than SR

520 has been made through extensive regional deliberation (see Table

2-2 of the Final EIS). However, through coordination with Sound Transit,

WSDOT has designed the Preferred Alternative to have enhanced

compatibility with potential future light rail compared to the SDEIS design

options (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). Please also see the responses

to comments from the City of Seattle Mayor’s Office, in Item L-007,

regarding high capacity transit.

The SR 520, I-5 to Medina project would complete the HOV lane system

in the corridor, improving reliability and efficiency for transit and carpools,

but would not add general-purpose lanes. Thus, the project is aligned

with improving the overall efficiency of the transportation system by

creating incentives for people to choose an alternative to driving alone.

The project would result in immediate benefits for transit speed and

reliability in the corridor by providing high-occupancy vehicle (HOV)

lanes across the floating bridge and better HOV connections at the

Montlake and I-5 interchanges (see Section 5.1 of both the SDEIS and

Final EIS). The HOV lanes would allow for the near-term implementation

of bus rapid transit, as called for in the SR 520 High-Capacity Transit

Plan (see Section 2.4 of the Final EIS for more information).

The Preferred Alternative evaluated in the Final EIS minimizes the

footprint of project wherever possible while complying with safety and

operational standards (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). A 4-lane Portage

Bay Bridge would not allow for HOV lanes, which provide express lane

connectivity, or for a managed shoulder in the westbound direction,

which is needed to address congestion.
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